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Dear Member,
Welcome to the Summer Edition 
of Co-operative Housing News.

I hope you and your families are keeping safe 

and well and have been enjoying the summer. 

The team have been delighted with the level of 

engagement in CHI’s activities, particularly our 

Summer Walking Challenge with 64 members 

participating from throughout the country. 

Participants had a combined total of 17,533,276 

steps. Congratulations to everyone who took 

part and for their dedication to getting more 

active.

We were also pleased to have CHI Members 

featured in a short film produced by BBC 

StoryWorks for Housing Europe’s Social Housing 

Film Festival. Mustafa Babilli and his family lost 

everything in the Syrian civil war. Through the 

Refugee Resettlement project, CHI and Wexford 

County Council worked together to provide 

safe places to live for people like Mustafa and 

his family. Special thanks to the Babilli family for 

their participation in the short film. 

Remember, if you have any events or 

activities that you have organised in your 

community, please contact us at admin@
cooperativehousing.ie to have them featured 

in future newsletters – we’re always interested in 

hearing your stories and learning how Members 

are supporting each other throughout the 

pandemic. 

It is our priority to ensure the highest level of 

support and services to our members. If you 

have any queries or concerns, remember we are 

here to offer support so please contact us. 

The team looks forward to engaging with you 

later in the year. 

Kieron Brennan

CEO 

Co-operative Housing Ireland 
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Step Challenge 
Over the month of June, 64

CHI members participated in  

a walking challenge.

The walking challenge was managed using the 

Walker Tracker app, which brought the members 

along a virtual journey on the Mediterranean 

coastline. There was a group challenge element, 

but the main challenge was a personal one. 

Members were encouraged to step out into 

the summer and to beat their personal best, as 

the app counted their progress throughout the 

month. 

During the step challenge, Members joined mini 

challenges where they took photos during their 

walks. The challenges took place for the first 

two weeks of the walks. Even though there was 

no competition for the last two weeks of the 

challenge many members still sent in photos of 

their walking journey. 

Over the course of the month participating 

Members stepped 17,533,276 steps which was 

the equivalent of 13,360.36km. As the month 

went on, it was clear to see from the leader 

board that several members were walking 

far more than the rest of the walking group. It 

was a hard walked battle to top the challenge 

and there was only room for one winner. 

Congratulations to Angela Georgescu for your 

persistent efforts. 

Top: Members who took part in 
the Step Challenge: Lisa Kinsella 
Coleman, Lisa Howell and Ros Byrne.

Above: Bobbi Flynn Kinsella wears 
a Step Challenge medal!



Newtown Court Community 
Garden 
CHI was delighted to learn 
more about the Newtown Court 
Community Garden, which was 
recently visited by Anthony 
Burrowes, CHI’s Member 
Engagement Manager.

Noel Kelly, one of the Members who has 
dedicated a lot of time tending to the garden 
through weeding, planting, and ensuring the 
garden is looking its best, gave a tour of the 
shared space. Noel’s pride in the green venture 
was evident, as he spoke about how far the 
garden has come since it was set up.

The community has been thrifty about how 
and what they purchase. Most of the structures 
in the garden have been made using recycled 
materials and upcycling is a key feature 
throughout the garden. 

The garden looks beautiful and there has been 
a lot of care and consideration put into picking 
plants that increase the biodiversity. It was easy 
for Anthony to notice the bees buzzing in and 
out of the plants, collecting their pollen. 

The summer had a slow start for the plants, 
which meant that many had not bloomed as 
expected, but this was a problem nationwide. 
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Members’ Training Autumn 2021
Ensuring that our Members 
feel fully equipped to become 
active Members of their 
communities and local co-op 
is so important.

For that reason, we are rolling out another 
round of Co-op Board Skills Training which 
will be delivered online this Autumn. The 
programme is broken into modules and 
will be delivered on Thursday evenings and 

Saturday mornings over 2½ - 3-hour sessions. 
Training is free and will take place from 30th 
September to 23rd October. A notice for 
training and how to register will be issued to 
all Members.
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Secure housing 
a gateway 
to further 
education 
“CHI can give its members a 
great start to building the future 
they desire” says CHI Member 
Dylan Toal

CHI has enabled me to build a prosperous career 

through education. From a young age I didn’t 

have the greatest opportunities, school came 

at the wrong time, and I didn’t apply myself 

as well as I could have. As I got older, I began 

to understand that the idea of school was not 

taught well enough to me. I began doing courses 

and eventually went back to do my Leaving 

Certificate. 
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I am now coming to 
the end of my degree 
and preparing for 
examinations to 
become a solicitor. 

“

After completing that I attended Dublin Institute 

of Technology for a year where I went on to 

do a degree in Law and Political Science in 

Trinity College. I am now coming to the end 

of my degree and preparing for examinations 

to become a solicitor. This is largely possible 

because of the opportunities that become 

accessible through CHI. It not only provides 

a home and great opportunities for the 

community, but also relieves its members from 

the financial burdens associated with private 

housing. This relief gives Members like me a 

chance to build a strong future by not having to 

worry about struggling financially or not having 

a place to call home. In my case it helped me to 

pursue education that will enable me to practise 

law and have a career I never thought possible. 

Education is a tool that we all can use. It may not 

always be easy, but it is always possible, and CHI 

can give its members a great start to building 

the future they desire.

Dylan Toal
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“I really love that I got myself 
back to reading”
CHI Book Club Member Jennifer 
shares her experience of being 
one of the ‘Page Turners’

My name is Jennifer. I’m a mum of five children, 
with one child with special needs. It’s so easy 
to get lost in day-to-day responsibilities and a 
busy life in general. I put no time aside for just 
me and in doing that I closed myself in. I read my 
kids their stories at night-time, and I help a local 
school with pupils and their homework; reading 
for World Book Week as a way of showing them 
how important reading is. I was read to as a child 
and remember fondly reading through Famous 
Five books as a young teen. Yet, as an adult, I put 
no time aside to read for myself. 

When I heard of the book club I decided ‘yes’, 
I would join. Though I was nervous about 
using Zoom I got the hang of it for the monthly 
reviews. We have had two zooms so far, both 
very enjoyable. Everyone’s voice is heard, and 
all opinions valued. It did not matter that I was 
not a wizard with authors, it did not matter 
that I hadn’t read for myself in a long time. The 
welcome was brilliant, the atmosphere was very 
inviting and everyone there was so interesting 
and informative. Grace O’Reilly, another CHI 
Member, lead the last review on the chosen book 
A Ghost in the Throat by Doireann Ní Ghríofa.

I really love that I got myself back to reading. 
I am thankful to Anthony Burrowes, CHI 
Engagement Manager, for introducing me to the 
concept of joining a book club. It has opened a 
world up for myself that I forgot was there. I am 
motivated to read more books and to make time 
to do so. I sleep better too because I am not on 
screens as I read instead before sleep. Through 
Covid-19 restrictions I found it broadened 
my world. The book club has saved me from 
watching reruns on Netflix. I don’t feel so ‘boxed 

in’ as through reading my imagination has no 
limits. 

I was one of those people who had a saying 
‘I don’t have time’, but then I have gained so 
much from making time. Reading is so mindful. 
I started at just ten minutes a night, and then 
I would find I had spent an hour or more 
unknowingly. Books suck me in now. 

Thank you all for reading my thoughts,

Yours sincerely,

Jennifer



Rebuild Better 
Together explored 
co-operative 
responses to 
societal issues
CHI teamed together with 
likeminded co-operative 
organisations to create 
“Rebuild Better Together” –  an 
online conference exploring 
co-operative responses to 
current economic and social 
challenges. 
 
The conference was held from 10am-1pm on 
Thursday 1st July 2021 ahead of International 
Day of Co-operatives (#CoopsDay) which fell on 
3rd July.

Day one was a coffee morning to take time out 
and toast the launch of International Women’s 
Day, by sharing experiences and discussing the 
history of women and their role in our respective 
communities. Members and CHI staff alike came 
together on this very enjoyable morning.

The conference addressed issues such as 
climate crisis, community building and fair 
employment. Co-operatives and co-operators 
from across this island of Ireland came 
together to discuss how we can address these 
challenges and the transformative potential of 
co-operatives going forward. Over 80 people 
attended the conference throughout the 
morning. CHI was delighted to see the diverse 
range of participants involved, from breweries to 
community energy co-operatives. 

Marked by cooperatives worldwide since 1923 
and officially proclaimed by the United Nations 
General Assembly on the centenary of the ICA 
in 1995, the International Day of Co-operatives is 
celebrated annually on the first Saturday of July.

The aim of #CoopsDay is to increase awareness 
of co-operatives and promote the movement’s 
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ideas of international solidarity, economic 
efficiency, equality, and world peace.

Since 1995, the ICA and the United Nations 
through the Committee for the Promotion and 
Advancement of Co-operatives (COPAC) have 
jointly set the theme for the celebration of 
#CoopsDay.

This year’s celebration was the 27th International 
Day of Co-operatives recognised by the United 
Nations and the 99th International Co-operative 
Day.

The conference 
addressed issues 
such as climate crisis, 
community building 
and fair employment.

“

Loughlion Green launch

On 29th July, CHI were delighted to launch 
Loughlion Green, an estate of 80 homes on the 
outskirts of Kildare Town, and the largest ever 
delivered by CHI in Kildare County. Minister of 
State for Local Government and Planning Peter 
Burke officially opened the estate. 

CHI launched its 2020 Annual Report on the 
day. The organisation delivered 454 homes last 
year, a record for CHI, despite the challenges 
presented by the pandemic.

Above: CHI Member Patrycja Mordon, Kieron Brennan, CHI, Mayor of 
Kildare Naoise Ó Cearúil, Pearse O’Shiel, CHI, Minister Peter Burke and 
Janet Frazer, CHI, at launch of Co-operative Housing Ireland’s new estate 
Loughlion Green. 



Housing 
Notices
Notice of New Head of Asset 
Management

CHI is delighted to welcome David McCourt to 
the team as the new head of Asset Management. 

David moved to CHI from Center Parcs Ireland, 
where he was the Head of Technical Services 
and a member of the Center Parcs Project 
Implementation Team which delivered Ireland’s 
largest Tourism and Hospitality Project in 2019.  

The Athlone native served 21 years in the Irish 
Defence Forces, retiring as a Commandant in the 
Corps of Engineers in 2016.  During his service 
David worked in a range of different areas 
including Procurement, Asset Management, 
Military Engineering and Training & Education.  
He has also served overseas with the United 
Nations, NATO, Department of Foreign Affairs, 
and Irish Aid.
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Biodiversity
Summer is a truly exciting time to be 
outdoors. Blossoms are everywhere 
from the ground to the treetops. There 
is a constant stream of insects flying by 
from the buzz of all sorts of bees, to the 
flutter and glide of butterflies, dragonflies 
and other insect species as they search 
for food and defend territories. In this 
newsletter, we have included some 
biodiversity keys from Biodiversity 
Ireland on the wonderful creatures that 
are taking flight at this time of year. If 
you’re interested in learning more about 
them, why not take the keys outside with 
members of your household and see what 
you recognise. It’s a great activity for the 
younger members of the family too. 
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David lives in Athlone with his wife Edel and two 
children.  He is a Chartered Engineer, graduating 
with a Civil Engineering Degree from NUI Galway 
in 2002. He is a keen fitness enthusiast and 
participates in endurance races and CrossFit 
competitions. We look forward to working with 
David on future projects.

Recycling tips and advice
Recycling turns our waste materials into new 
useful products. This reduces the use of finite 
raw materials, saves energy and helps control 
air, water and land pollution.

Your recycling bin is for waste that you cannot 
put into your general waste or organic. 

Below are some tips for those of you wondering 
how best to maximise your recycling bin and use 
it correctly.

Material that can go in recycling:

• Newspapers/General paper

•  Magazines

•  Cardboard Packaging/Boxes

•  Drink (Aluminium) Cans

•  Plastic Packaging/Rigid Food Packaging/ 
 Margarine Tubs/Yogurt Containers

•  Washed Food (Steel/Tin) Cans

•  Washed Tetra-Pak Milk & Juice Cartons

•  Plastic Bottles (Mineral/Milk/Juice/Cleaning  
 Products/Hygiene Products) 

Material that cannot go in recycling:

•  Glass

•  Plastic Wrapping/Bags/Film

•  Green Waste (Garden or Food)

•  Clothing

•  General Waste

•  Food Waste

•  Nappies 

Recycle Bin Helpful Hints:

•  Rinse all food & drink containers

•  Squash cans, boxes & cartons

•  Remove glossy magazine covers

•  Remove plastics & polystyrene from  
 cardboard

•  Remove Aluminium lids & Plastic Caps from  
 containers and place in the recycling bin  
 separately

•  Larger pieces of cardboard can be flattened,  
 tied and left on the side




